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INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 24 Jan 2014 16:39
_____________________________________

If you would like to contribute, please do! PM me for my email. I will try to get as much as I can
in every week. I intend for this to be a group work, with works submitted by everybody. If you
have any ideas or anything that you think might add to this, please let me know.

(also if anybody can work on a nice design that would be greatly appreciated)

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by gibbor120 - 24 Jan 2014 23:24
_____________________________________

Beautiful, thanks!

Oh, and have a great Shabbos!

Nice vort ZS!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by tryingtoshteig - 25 Jan 2014 00:45
_____________________________________

Thanks Lizhensk!

Is it OK if I print out a stack of these and leave them in shul for people to read during kabbolas
shabbos after davening?

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
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Posted by tryingtoshteig - 25 Jan 2014 00:45
_____________________________________

Thanks Lizhensk!

Is it OK if I print out a stack of these and leave them in shul for people to read during kabbolas
shabbos after davening?

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 26 Jan 2014 01:21
_____________________________________

tryingtoshteig wrote:

Thanks Lizhensk!

Is it OK if I print out a stack of these and leave them in shul for people to read during kabbolas
shabbos after davening?

Sorry im late, i live on the other side of the pond, and shabbos started already

Of course you can! that was part of my intent.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by BringMoshiach613 - 26 Jan 2014 03:21
_____________________________________

This is a Gevaldig Idea!!!

This one was AWESOME!!
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Thanks So much!!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by tehillimzugger - 26 Jan 2014 13:59
_____________________________________

I'm so confused 

Didn't someone say
Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 26 Jan 2014 17:34
_____________________________________

You never heard of Rebbes making sholom?

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by tehillimzugger - 26 Jan 2014 21:39
_____________________________________

Personally I never heard of Rebbes fighting in the first place...

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 28 Jan 2014 02:06
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

You never heard of Rebbes making sholom?

Good point... I think a change is in order

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 28 Jan 2014 02:12
_____________________________________

So it looks like we're off to a good start. If anybody can think of anything for this week's
newsletter, please either PM or email it to me no later then Wednesday, so there will be time for

editing and typesetting. Teruma is proving to not be easy, so please help out! 
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You can contribute to any column you like, even tho it seems that Zemiros Chizuk is reserved
for Zemmy, and Tehillim Chizuk for TZ. Also, if you have any ideas for new columns that you
think will add to this, please let me know!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 31 Jan 2014 03:25
_____________________________________

We're expanding!!! 3 pages. Once again, if you have any ideas to add, please contact me. The
deadline from now on will be Tuesday night at 12 midnight EST (Wednesday morning). Please
try to get it in before then.

for now, guard asked to keep it within our circles. So please print it out, but for yourselves and
anyone yo have opened up to only, thank you

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by TryingToGrow - 02 Feb 2014 02:35
_____________________________________

When talking about a nice design, to what are you referring? Maybe i can help out a bit.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 06 Feb 2014 18:24
_____________________________________

Parshas Tetzaveh!!!

A special Thank you to all who contributed. 4 pages!!! Gevalidgggggggg

I also included a text-only version for those who are afraid to go out in public with it

========================================================================
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====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 07 Feb 2014 01:17
_____________________________________

I want to make an anonymous looking version for anyone thats afraid to walk around with the
regular one in public. I would like a design that looks nice, but like all the chassidishe weekly
newsletters

========================================================================
====
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